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T
he determination of a single mol-
ecule's electronic properties when
connected between two electrodes

has become an active research area in
recent years.1�4 Some of this interest is
due to fundamental curiosity into howmole-
cules, which are inherently quantum me-
chanical, transport electrons. Other interest,
however, is more applied and seeks to
incorporate molecules into electronic
devices,5 including sensors, photovoltaics,
or thermoelectrics. Regardless of the moti-
vation, these studies have found that under-
standing the flow of electric current through
molecules is both theoretically and experi-
mentally challenging.
The main theoretical difficulty is account-

ing for the massive system size when the
molecule couples to two electrodes to form
a junction. Essentially, the molecular levels
become conduction channels6 through the
junction, which are scattering states with
well-definedprobabilities of transmitting an
electron between the electrodes. Then, in
the limit of elastic scattering, the Landauer�
Büttiker theory3,7,8 describes the steady-
state electronic properties of the junction.

For instance, the zero-bias conductance, G,
is given by

G ¼ G0∑
j

Tj(EF) (1)

where G0 � 2e2/h is the quantum of con-
ductance, EF is the junction's Fermi energy,
and Tj(E) is the probability that channel
j transmits an electron with energy E from
one electrode to the other. In this sense,
conductance is transmission.8

Experimentally, the primary challenges
are fabricating and characterizing single-
molecule junctions.9,10 Break junction tech-
niques,9�17 which will be discussed more
later, meet this need and have become
common in experimental studies. Although
effective at characterizing the conduc-
tance through a molecular junction, these
techniques are generally unable to deter-
mine or control the microscopic geometry
of the junction (such as binding geometry
and electrode shape).18�21 Molecular con-
ductance is extremely sensitive to these
details;22�25 thus, there is considerable var-
iation from one experimental measurement
to another. The “molecular conductance”
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ABSTRACT We develop theoretical and computational tools for extracting

quantitative molecular information from experimental conductance histograms

for electron transport through single-molecule break junctions. These experi-

mental setups always measure a combination of molecular conductance and direct

electrode�electrode tunneling; our derivations explicitly incorporate the effects

of such background tunneling. Validation of our models to simulated data shows

that background tunneling is crucial for quantitative analyses (even in cases where

it appears to be qualitatively negligible), and comparison to experimental data is

favorable. Finally, we generalize these ideas to the case of molecules with a destructive interference feature and discuss potential signatures for

interference in a conductance histogram.
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can only be statistically interpreted from many
measurements,19 often thousands or more.
To aid in this analysis, measurements are compiled

into a conductance histogram, which reports the re-
lative probability that a particular conductance was
observed.9,10,13,14,20,26,27 Example experimental con-
ductance histograms are shown in Figure 1. These
histograms each exhibit a peak that is attributed to
conductance through the molecule.10,13,20 The mode
of the peak is taken to be the molecular conductance,
and its width is a convolution of many chemical
factors,28�32 including temperature and solvent.
Despite the irreproducibility of each experimental

measurement, the histogram is reproducible (as-
suming a sufficient number of measurements). More

recent studies have consequently investigated the
information content of a conductance histogram
peak33�37 and developed theories for extracting deeper
physical insights from experimental data. For example,
a single-channel molecular histogram peak encodes
quantitative information on (i) the channel's level
alignment and (ii) the molecule�electrode coupling
strength(s).34,36

Most analyses, however, ignore the presence of
direct electrode�electrode tunneling, which leads to
the monotonically decaying “signal” at the left of the
histograms.33,38�40 Such background tunneling is al-
ways measured;in addition tomolecular tunneling;
and can qualitatively change the molecular histogram
peak.33 Experimental and theoretical efforts to disen-
tangle molecular conductance from the background
have been developed; however, they often require
processing the individual measurements before com-
piling a histogram. Data selectionmight be used on the
experimental side,15,18,29,39,41�44 wheremeasurements
without a clear molecular signal are discarded. Theo-
retical studies have regarded the direct electrode�
electrode tunneling as an extra channel through the
junction33,39 and subsequently proposed methods to
extract only the molecular conductance from each
measurement.33 We discuss these ideas in more detail
below.
In this work, we go beyond these approaches and

consider the quantitative ramifications of background
tunneling directly on a conductance histogram. By
combining probability theory45 with the Landauer�
Büttiker theory for molecular electron transport, we
first derive functional forms (e.g., eq 9) for fitting
conductance histograms that include background
tunneling and have physically significant fitting
parameters.36 We then demonstrate the utility of these
models on simulated and experimental conductance
histograms, showing that they faithfully quantify prop-
erties of themolecule. Ultimately, our results show that
background tunneling significantly impacts quantifica-
tion of the molecular properties underlying electron
transport. It must be taken into account.
The layout of this paper is as follows. We first

elaborate on conductance histograms, providing an
overview of break junction techniques and of existing
theory for analyzing a histogram. Then we develop,
validate, and apply tools to account for background
tunneling in the line shape of a histogram peak. We
also offer, at the end of the Results and Discussion
section, our thoughts on how background tunneling
relates to the observation of destructive interference
features46�55 in single-molecule electron transport.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Break Junctions and Conductance Histograms. Break junc-
tion techniques16,17 are common for measuring
the electron transport properties of single molecules

Figure 1. Conductance histograms for (a) 1,4-diaminoben-
zene, (b) 4,40-diaminobiphenyl, and (c) 4,400-diaminoterphe-
nyl connected between gold electrodes. The insets show
the molecular structures with protons omitted for simpli-
city. A molecular peak (approximately centered) is present
along with a “signal” for only background tunneling to the
left. In all panels, the blue line is experimental data, the
dotted black line is the fit for only molecular tunneling
(eq 3), the dashed black line is the fit for independent
tunneling through the molecule and the background
(eq 7), and the solid black line is the fit for combined
tunneling through the molecule and the background
(eq 9). The fit parameters are displayed in Table 2. In
all three examples, neglecting background tunneling un-
derestimates the level alignment between the molecular
channel and the junction Fermi energy (i.e., cε is under-
estimated). These experimental data are used, with permis-
sion, from ref 20.
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bridging two electrodes.9�15,26 Each break junction ex-
periment produces a conductance trace, which reports
the conductance as a function of the distance between
the two electrodes. As it suffices for our purposes, a
molecule can diffuse into the junction when the
electrodes are adequately separated. Conductance
through the resulting molecular junction is measured
and appears as a plateau in the conductance trace; that
is, the conductance is relatively stable with respect to
changes in the electrode separation.

Break junction techniques cannot control the mi-
croscopic geometry of the junction (that is, the exact
atomic geometry of the electrodes and molecule); as a
result, there is substantial variability from one conduc-
tance trace to the next. In the simplest cases, the
molecule couples to the electrodes differently and
the molecular plateau appears around a slightly differ-
ent conductance. In other cases, a molecule may not
bridge the gap;no junction forms;and the entire
molecular plateau is omitted. Finally, the presence
(absence) of a molecular plateau is not clear in some
cases.

With our focus on conductance through molecules,
it might appear that only the molecular plateaux are of
interest. Along these lines, various techniques for
selecting the traces with plateaux have been de-
veloped,15,18,29,39,41,42,44 where conductance traces
without identifiable plateaux are excluded from further
statistical analyses. This idea seems helpful for isolating
themolecular conductance but has several drawbacks.
First, these data selection procedures can qualitatively
alter the statistics.33,39 For example, a histogram peak
may change shape or even (dis)appear depending on
the data selection method. Second, although data
selection eliminates traces without molecular conduc-
tance, it does not address the ubiquity of background
tunneling within the molecular plateaux.

Two noteworthy ideas have been subsequently
reported to tackle these issues. First, pertaining to the
use of data selection schemes, ref 43 shows that back-
ground tunneling alone should result in a conductance
histogram proportional to 1/G. Consequently, a
conductance histogram produced by logarithmically
binning (i.e., binning in ln G/G0 rather than G) all

conductance traces should display the background
as a horizontal line. Subtraction then trivially removes
the background-only traces from the histogram. Sec-
ond, ref 33 discusses a method to disentangle the
molecular conductance from the background, assum-
ing an identifiable plateau. In short, fitting each trace/
plateau to a prescribed functional form separates the
two contributions. The resulting molecular conduc-
tances are then binned into a histogram and analyzed.

In what follows, we essentially combine these two
approaches to deconvolve molecular conductance
from the background at the level of conductance histo-
grams (not traces), thereby erasing the requirement for

identifiable conductance plateaux. Before proceeding,
though, we review existing theory for conductance
histograms that only consider contributions from a
single molecule.

Our theory for conductance histograms35,36 begins
by likening experimental uncertainty to stochasticity.
In other words, every time conductance is measured,
the junction's geometry is sampled from a distribution
of possible geometries. The conductance histogram is
then the probability density function45 for the con-
ductance observable. We now describe how to com-
bine probability theory45 and the Landauer�Büttiker
theory for electron transport to statistically relate
measured conductance values to microscopic geo-
metric details.

First, we must determine the key physical para-
meters underlying single-molecule electron transport.
The Landauer�Büttiker theory is useful here. In the
limit that only a single molecular conduction channel
contributes to transport (which is reasonable for many
molecules56), the transmission function usually has a
quasi-Lorentzian form37

Tmolecule(E) ¼ 4ΓLΓR

4(E � ε)2 þ (ΓL þΓR)
2

where ε is the channel's resonance energy, ΓL > 0 is the
coupling strength (dimension of energy) between the
channel and the left electrode, and similarly for
ΓR > 0 with the right electrode. Moreover, the molec-
ular channel is often far from resonance; that is,
4(E � ε)2 . (ΓL þ ΓR)

2. Then

TNR(E) � Γ2

(E � ε)2
(2)

whereΓt (ΓLΓR)
1/2 is an effectivemolecule�electrode

coupling element. The “NR” subscript denotes non-
resonant tunneling. For reference, Table 1 lists the
symbols and meanings for these quantities and those
that appear below.

Consequently, the two principal physical param-
eters underlying single-molecule electron transport
are (i) the channel's resonance energy, ε, and (ii) the
channel�electrode coupling, Γ. Turning to conduc-
tance histograms, we assume that ε and Γ are inde-
pendent (for simplicity) random variables, and that
each measurement samples from their respective sta-
tistical distributions. The probability density function of
the conductance observable (that is, the line shape of
the histogram peak) is then given by36

P NR(g)�
Z ¥

�¥
dε

Z ¥

0
dΓP ε(ε)P Γ(Γ)δ[g � TNR(EF)]

where P ε(ε) is the probability density function for ε,
likewise for P Γ(Γ), and g � G/G0 (requiring conduc-
tance to be in atomic units simplifies the presentation
by eliminating numerous G0 factors). In words, the
above expression counts all combinations of ε and Γ
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that produce a junction with conductance g, weighted
by the probability of finding such a junction. Note the
proportionality relation instead of outright equality
because experimental conductance histograms are
often arbitrarily normalized.

If we further assume that both the resonance
energy and the coupling strength are normally distrib-
uted (notationally, P ε has average ε~ and standard
deviation δε and similarly for P Γ), the integral evalu-
ates to36

P NR(g)�
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

g(1 � g)3
p exp � (cε

ffiffiffi
g

p � cΓ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � g

p
)2

2(1 � g)

" #

(3)

where cε � |EF � ε~|/δΓ relates to the average level
alignment (|EF � ε~|) and cΓ � Γ~/δΓ relates to the
average coupling strength. Equation 3 thus provides a
functional form;with physically significant parameters;
for fitting a single-molecule conductance histogrampeak.
Examples of fits to eq 3 are shown as dotted lines in
Figure 1. As a side note, recent experimental studies
have further validated this form57 and also investi-
gated the distributions of ε and Γ.57,58

Finally, ref 35 uses probability theory to consider
the line shape of a histogram peak corresponding to
transport through two channels, given the line shape
through each channel independently. To summarize,
the probability density function for conductance
through both channels is

P 1þ 2(g)�
Z 1

0
dg1

Z 1

0
dg2P 1(g1)P 2(g2)δ(g � g1 � g2)

where the “1” and “2” subscripts denote the channels.
This formula assumes that the two channels are statis-
tically uncorrelated; that is, knowing the conductance
through channel 1 (g1) tells us nothing about the

conductance through channel 2 (g2). Then, by integrat-
ing out the δ function

P 1þ 2(g)�
Z min(g, 1)

max(0, g � 1)
dg0P 1(g

0)P 2(g � g0) (4)

The line shape of a conductance histogram peak for
two channels is the convolution of the line shape for
each channel independently.

Background Tunneling Only. We now derive a histo-
gram line shape for background tunneling only. To
start, we use a rectangular barrier model59 to describe
the direct electrode�electrode tunneling, where an
electron tunnels through a barrier of energy height V
and spatial width w. As discussed in the Supporting
Information, the transmission probability is given by

Tbackground(E) � 16E
V

exp �2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mV

p

p
w

" #
(5)

If we assume that each junction has a slightly different
barrier (the width and/or height fluctuate), the histo-
gram line shape is

P background(g)�
Z ¥

0
dV

Z ¥

0
dwP V (V)P w(w)δ[g � Tbackground(EF)]

To mimic experiments, where the electrode separation
is commonly increased at a constant speed, we take
w to be uniformly distributed between two distances.
A log-normal distribution is used for V because it
provides analytical results. (We do not expect the
results to substantially change if a different unimodal
distribution is used instead.) For brevity, evaluation of
this integral is relegated to the Supporting Information
and leads to

P background(g)�
Θ(g � g�)

g
(6)

TABLE 1. Glossary of Key Symbols (Quantities Are Dimensionless unless Otherwise Noted)

symbol quantity

G conductance (dimension of conductance)
g G/G0; conductance in atomic units
T(E) probability that a channel transmits an electron with energy E
ε channel energy (dimension of energy)
Γ channel�electrode coupling (dimension of energy)
ω transmission well “steepness” (dimension of energy)
P (g) probability density function or conductance histogram line shape
P NR histogram line shape for only nonresonant tunneling through the molecule
P background histogram line shape for only background tunneling
P NRþbackground histogram line shape for independent tunneling through the molecule and the background
P NR�background histogram line shape for simultaneous tunneling through the molecule and the background
P experiment histogram line shape for describing experimental data; includes P NR�background and pure background tunneling
P interference histogram line shape for transport near a destructive interference feature
P interference�background histogram line shape for simultaneous tunneling through the background and a destructive interference feature
cε fitting parameter for P NR that relates to the average level alignment
cΓ fitting parameter for P NR that relates to the average coupling strength
g� fitting parameter for the threshold conductance in P background

cω fitting parameter for P interference
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where Θ is the Heaviside step function and g� is a
threshold conductance that depends on the P w and
P V distributions.

Equation 6 is very similar to the 1/G form reported in
ref 43; the only difference is the threshold conduc-
tance. In essence, we should only observe g = 0 when
the electrodes are infinitely far apart. Because experi-
ments always stop at some finite separation, the con-
ductance never drops to 0 and the histogram should
exhibit a threshold. As mentioned in the Supporting
Information, g� is not rigorously a constant; it depends
on the tunneling barrier's fluctuations. However, we
expect the range of thresholds to be small and opt, for
simplicity, to take g� itself as the fitting parameter.

Molecular and Background Tunneling. Equation 3 or 6
describes the line shape of a conductance histogram
when conductance from only the molecule (via non-
resonant tunneling) or only the background is present,
respectively. We now discuss combining the two com-
ponents to better understand experimental conduc-
tance histograms. The key premisemirrors ref 33: direct
electrode�electrode tunneling is an additional chan-
nel through the junction.

As a baseline, Figure 1 shows fits of experimental
data to the molecule-only model (P NR, dotted lines)
and Table 2 lists the best-fit cε and cΓ parameters.
Because this model only considers conductance from
the molecule, the fits fail to capture the background
signal at low g and also decay too rapidly at higher g.
The molecular model may be reasonable for the 1,4-
diaminobenzene peak (Figure 1a); however, the fit
quality deteriorates for the other two examples. For
example, the fits slightly exaggerate the locations of
the peaks.

Let us now incorporate the background and attempt
to improve upon these deficiencies. For a first effort, we
follow ref 43: subtract the background and fit what
remains to themolecular line shape. In essence, we fit to

P NRþbackground(g)�P NR(g)þNbackground

g
þNbaseline (7)

where the molecular and background components are
trivially added together. Nbackground is a scaling constant
(to balance the two components), and Nbaseline is a
baseline seen in experimental histograms. Figure 1 dis-
plays fits to this model as dashed lines; the correspond-
ing cε and cΓ parameters are listed in Table 2.

Qualitatively, this molecule and background model
does not drastically change the fit near the molecular
peak. For obvious reasons, the fit improves around the
background signal (although it is still far from ideal in
Figure 1c), and it transitions between the background
and molecular peak a little better. Because the back-
ground rapidly decays as g increases, eq 7 does not
substantially change the tails to the right of the peaks.
Including the baseline actually has a greater effect here
than the background.

Quantitatively, and as expected from ref 33, the
level alignment (cε) is significantly underestimated
when background tunneling is neglected. Because
background tunneling has the nonuniform, 1/g line
shape in the histogram, the observed peak is at larger
conductances than a corresponding peakwith only the
molecular contribution. Larger conductance is gener-
ally related to a closer level alignment; thus, cε from the
molecule-only fit should be too small. Despite only
minor changes in the looks of the fits, background
tunneling changes the estimates of cε and cΓ by∼20%.
Background tunneling is crucial when quantitatively
analyzing conductance histograms.

Although the above model eliminates the per-
ceived need for data selection;the 1/g term handles
cases that fail to formamolecular junction;it does not
account for the ubiquitous presence of background
tunneling when measuring molecular conductance.
Following previous work,33 we can regard the back-
ground as an additional “channel” through the molec-
ular junction and use eq 4 to predict the line shape for
simultaneous molecular and background tunneling.
Accordingly,

P NR�background(g)�
Z g

0
dg0P NR(g � g0)P background(g

0)

�
Z g

g�
dg0

P NR(g � g0)
g0

(8)

for gg g�. This line shape has three fitting parameters
from the underlying models: cε, related to the molec-
ular level alignment; cΓ, related to the molecule�
electrode coupling strength; and g�, the background
tunneling threshold conductance. Note that, in this
context, g� is the minimum background conductance
measured with the molecular conductance, not the
overall minimum background conductance.

Let us now examine several properties of eq 8
before applying it to experimental data. First,
P NR�background(g) ¼ 0 for g < g� because g� is the
minimum amount of background tunneling. Second,

TABLE 2. Model Parameters for the Fits of Experimental

Data in Figure 1a

Figure model cε cΓ g�

1a P NR 53 4.7
P NRþbackground 63 5.7
P experiment 67 5.9 5.0 � 10�9

1b P NR 69 3.0
P NRþbackground 84 3.5
P experiment 92 3.4 9.0 � 10�6

1c P NR 120 2.9
P NRþbackground 140 3.4
P experiment 170 2.7 4.9 � 10�5

a The functional forms for P NR (molecule only), P NRþbackground (molecule
and background independently), and P experiment (convolved molecule and
background) are found in eqs 3, 7, and 9, respectively.
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thedifferencesbetweenP NR�background andP NR increase
as g� becomes larger; that is, background tunneling
distorts the line shape. This effect is demonstrated
in Figure 2. The dashed black line in Figure 2a shows
the line shape for only molecular conductance with
cε = 144 and cΓ = 4.02. The solid black lines in
Figure 2b�d then show line shapes for incrementally
increased values of g� and similar cε and cΓ (vide infra).
As the threshold increases, the peak not only moves
to higher conductances33 but also develops a longer tail
to higher conductance values. Background tunneling is
both quantitatively and qualitatively important.

Third, because eq 8 is nonlinear in its fitting param-
eters, we must verify that fitting to eq 8 faithfully

estimates the molecular quantities cε and cΓ; that is,
we confirm that values of cε and cΓ obtained from

fitting match the actual values. To this end, the general
procedure from ref 37 is used to simulate histograms
with known values of cε and cΓ and varying amounts of
background tunneling. The resulting histograms are
then fit to eq 8 so that values of cε and cΓ can be
compared against the “true” values.

Along these lines, Figure 2 also shows a represen-
tative set of simulated histograms and fits to both the
molecule-only (P NR) and combined molecule and
background (P NR�background) models. In the absence
of background tunneling, Figure 2a, the combined
molecule and background model encounters numer-
ical difficulties: the integrand becomes singular as
g� f 0. However, as expected,36 the molecule-only
model successfully estimates cε and cΓ in this case. For
a “small” amount of background tunneling (relative to
the molecular conductance), Figure 2b, the molecule-
only model poorly estimates cε (∼40% relative error)
and cΓ (∼10% error). When the background is taken
into account, the fit looks better at a quick glance and
also provides remarkably good estimates of cε and
cΓ (within 2%). The quality of fit from themolecule-only
model degrades as background tunneling increases
(Figure 2c) until the model misses the peak altogether
and focuses on the tail (Figure 2d). In both of these
cases, the molecule and background model faithfully
estimates cε and cΓ (∼2�3% error).

Finally, having demonstrated the reliability of
fitting conductance histograms with P NR�background,
we apply the model to the experimental histograms
in Figure 1. Because these histograms also contain
conductance traces that lack molecular plateaux, the
background-only and baseline components of eq 7 are
added back in. The functional form for fitting is

P experiment(g)�P NR�background(g)þNbackground

g
þNbaseline

(9)

The solid lines in Figure 1 show the fits to this model.
Qualitatively, this model captures each peak's tail to
higher conductances and also provides somewhat
better descriptions of each peak at lower conduc-
tances. Quantitatively, Table 2 shows that the esti-
mates of cε are changed by another ∼10% over the
P NRþbackground model. Estimates of cΓ also change,
however, in a less uniform way. Overall, eq 9 provides
a reliable functional form for quantitatively interpret-
ing conductance histograms from break junction ex-
periments. It is not enough to simply subtract the
background, the molecular conductance must further
be disentangled from the background.

Tunneling near a Destructive Interference Feature. The
previous subsection demonstrated the importance of
background tunneling in molecular conductance his-
tograms. The underlying assumption was that electron
transport occurred via nonresonant tunneling; that is,
the transmission function looked like eq 2 near the

Figure 2. Simulated conductance histograms for nonreso-
nant transport through amodelmolecular junctionwith cε=
143 and cΓ = 4.00. (a) Tunneling through the bare molecule.
(b�d) Tunneling through the same molecule with “small”,
“medium”, and “large” amounts of background tunneling,
respectively. In all panels, the colored line is the simulated
conductance histogram, the dashed black line is the fit for
tunneling through the molecule only (eq 3), and the solid
black line is the fit for combined tunneling through the
molecule and the background (eq 8). The fit parameters are
displayed in each panel. As the amount of background
tunneling increases (relative to the molecular tunneling),
the estimates of cε and cΓ from the molecule-only model
deteriorate, whereas the combined molecule and back-
ground model consistently provides favorable agreement.
Note that the molecule and background model did not
produce a good fit for the histogram in panel (a) because of
numerical issues arising from the absence of background
tunneling.
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Fermi energy. Although this condition is satisfied
in many cases, there are counter examples, pre-
eminently, molecules with destructive interference
features.46�55

Destructive interference features can arise when
there are multiple pathways through the molecule. As
a consequence of quantum mechanics, superposition
of all possible pathways may lead to destructive inter-
ference, where the transmission (through one channel)
drops to 0. This effect has no known analog in conven-
tional electronics and, consequently, has been a sub-
ject of intense interest. Despite being theoretically
predicted some time ago,46�50 these interference fea-
tureswere only recently experimentally observed.60�67

The main limitation was that, because the candidate
molecules have very low conductances, any peaks or
features in the conductance histogram essentially get
overshadowed by the background.

In the rest of this section, we apply the tools
developed above for handling background tunneling
to the case of destructive interference features. Ulti-
mately, we make predictions about the signatures
of interference features in conductance histograms:
despite the absence of a clear peak, the shape of the
conductance histogram may still provide evidence for
interference.

First, we need to understand the line shape of a
conductance histogram if only the molecule (with a
destructive interference feature) was present. The
simplest system that displays interference is a two-site
tight-binding model where both electrodes couple to
the same site;50 it is similar to a stub resonator. Building
on notation from above, let ε be the energy of the two
degenerate “atomic” sites, Γ be the coupling element
between the one site and either electrode, andβ be the
intersite coupling. The transmission function is (see the
Supporting Information)

T(E) ¼ Γ2(E � ε)2

[(E � ε)2 � β2]2 þ (E � ε)2Γ2

If we focus on E ≈ ε in the denominator, the transmis-
sion can be approximated by the parabola

Tinterference(E � ε) � (E � ε)2

ω2
(10)

whereω� β2/Γ is essentially the steepness of the well.
The two important physical parameters are now ε
and ω.

Let us further suppose that ε and ω are indepen-
dent random variables, such that (for EF near the
interference)

P interference(g)�
Z ¥

�¥
dε

Z ¥

0
dωP ε(ε)P ω(ω)

�δ[g � Tinterference(EF)]

If ε and ω are both normally distributed (for simplicity),
the integral evaluates to (see the Supporting Information)

P interference(g)�
1ffiffiffi
g

p exp � c2ωg

2

" #
(11)

where cω�ω~/δε is the only fitting parameter. Figure 3a
shows a prototypical example of this line shape. Similar
to the line shape for pure background tunneling,
P interference is singular at g = 0 and monotonically

Figure 3. (a) Conductance histogram line shapes for tunnel-
ing near a destructive interference. Green line: interference
only (no background tunneling). Blue, purple, and red lines:
increasing amounts of background tunneling combinedwith
the same interference feature. (b�d) Simulated conductance
histograms for transport near a destructive interferencewith
cω = 450, combined with (b) no background tunneling, (c) a
“small” amount of background tunneling, and (d) a “large”
amount of background tunneling. In all panels, the colored
line is the simulated conductance histogram, the dotted
black line is the fit for background tunneling only [1/g], the
dashed black line is the fit for tunneling around the inter-
ference only (eq 11), and the solid black line is the fit for
combined tunneling through the interference and the back-
ground (eq 12). The fit parameters are displayed in each
panel. Note the log scale on the y-axes to highlight the tails of
the various models as G becomes large. As the amount of
background tunneling increases, the estimate of cω from the
interference-only model deteriorates, whereas the interfer-
ence and backgroundmodel consistently provides favorable
agreement. Similar to Figure 2, the interference and back-
groundmodel did notproducea goodfit for the histogram in
panel (b) because of numerical issues arising from the
absence of background tunneling.
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decays as g increases. However, P interference is not 1/g
(like background tunneling); therefore, the histogram's
line shape should provide evidence of destructive
interference features. Figure 3b confirms this idea by
comparing the interference (dashed line) and back-
ground (dotted line) line shapes. Note that the histo-
gram counts are displayed on an arbitrary log scale to
highlight differences in the tails of these line shapes.

As in the case of nonresonant tunneling, eq 4 can be
used to determine the histogram line shape for a
system that has both an interference feature and
background tunneling

P interference�background(g)�
Z g

0
dg0P interference(g � g0)P background(g

0)

�
Z g

g�
dg0

P interference(g � g0)
g0

(12)

Figure 3a displays examples of this form for constant cω
and several g�. Not surprisingly, the combination of
interference and background tunneling leads to line
shapes qualitatively different than those for exclusively
interference or background tunneling. For example,
eq 12 shows a peak. Although the peak is very positively
skewed (in qualitative agreement with some experi-
mental results67), it decays asymptotically as 1/g, which
might make it blend in with the 1/g background.

Consequently, it is our proposal that the presence
(absence) of destructive interference features in single-
molecule electron transport shouldbe reflected in the line
shape of the conductance histogram. Even though our
predicted peak may be largely overshadowed by the
background, the line shape should still differ from 1/g.

Finally, we examine the efficacy of quantitatively
estimating cω from histograms. As in the case of
nonresonant tunneling, we simulate and fit (to eq 12)
histograms with a known value of cω and various
amounts of background tunneling. The interference
and background model has trouble fitting data in the
absence of background tunneling (Figure 3b) due to
the same numerical issues as g� f 0; however, the
more applicable interference-only model, eq 11, esti-
mates cωwith∼1% error. When background tunneling
is present, the interference and background model
favorably estimates cω (j2% error), whereas the inter-
ference-only model is quite inaccurate. As expected,
the 1/g line shape for pure background tunneling does
not describe any of the histograms well.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we developed models for extracting
quantitative physical information from experimental
break junction conductance histograms, which has his-
torically often been limited to the most probable con-
ductance. We instead considered the line shape of a
histogram peak, showing that molecular properties
directly determine the shape of the peak and that these
properties canbe faithfully quantified fromexperimental
data. For the common case of transport via nonresonant
tunneling, the line shape encodes the average level
alignment and the average channel�electrode cou-
pling of the predominant molecular channel. When a
molecule with a destructive interference feature is ex-
amined, the histogram line shape should indicate an
interference feature and also quantitatively reflect the
steepness of the well in the transmission function.
The key to quantitatively interpreting conductance

histograms for single-molecule electron transport is the
inclusion of electrode�electrode tunneling. Because
most molecules of interest are at most 1�2 nm long,
the gap between the electrodes is sufficiently small that
electrons can directly tunnel from one electrode to the
other. Measured data, therefore, never contain only the
molecular conductance, but a combination of molecular
and such background contributions. By interpreting
conductancehistograms as probability density functions
for the conductance observable, probability theory can
be used to deconvolve these two effects.
For the purpose of quantitatively interpreting con-

ductance histograms, our simulations showed that back-
ground tunneling cannot be neglected. Even though
models that do not account for the background may
produce reasonable qualitative fits of a histogram, they
poorly estimate the underlying physical information that
determines the line shape. Our simulated data, using a
rectangular barrier model for the background, suggest
that neglecting the background may lead to relative
errors of ∼25%. Finally, by considering the role of back-
ground tunnelingdirectly in the conductancehistogram,
our models eliminate the perceived need for data selec-
tion. Conductance traces that do not have identifiable
molecular plateaux are either captured by the 1/G back-
ground tunneling term or incorporated into the molec-
ular statistics. In the end, we hope this work will provide
additional tools to aid experimental characterizations of
single-molecule electron transport.

METHODS
Histogramswere simulated or fittedwithMolStat 1.3,68 which

uses the GNU Scientific Library.69
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